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PLANTED PARCELS

A subscription box service (non profit) that provides 
Plant-Inspired Illustrated Products to customers in order to aid in 
the protection and conservation of endangered medicinal plant 

species

Why I chose this project:
- Plants (specifically medicinal)

- Environmentalism/ conservation
- Exploration of pattern

- Incentivising donations



PLANTED PARCELS

Target audience:
Plant lovers

People who want to aid conservation efforts

Project is split between gouache paintings and digital vector 
illustrations



The subscription box is a monthly subscription service, and as a result, each month 
is dedicated to a specific plant (medicinal & endangered)

There are four main categories of products:
- 4X6 information postcard (art on front/ info on back)
- 8X10 illustration print
- Plant inspired bandana
- Unique product (varies box to box)

What is included in each box?



Packaging Research 



Packaging Inspiration 



Pattern Inspiration 

Spoonflower



Pattern Inspo Cont. 
Folk + Flora

Etsy



Nicole Gustafsson 
@nimasprout

Miranda Zimmerman
@faunwood

Painting Inspiration 
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Logo Exploration
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Font Exploration
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Box Mockups



Thank You Card
(seed paper)



Biodegradable Starter 
Plant Pots



Sketches



Postcard Fronts:



Postcard Backs:



Focal Illustrations:



Bandanas:



Bandanas:



Unique Elements:



Unique Elements:





To Ness

For being the one who shares and completely understands 
my experience

To All Those Who May Identify 
With Ambiguous Brown

I hope you all find comfort and pride in your experience, 
and I wish you the strength to reclaim lost roots



Ambiguous Brown 

 A term used to describe an array of those who have brown skin and seem to 
not be easily ethnically identified and categorized by the eyes of the majority.

 
 Ambiguous Brown is about the reconnection and reclamation of identity 
through a series of artworks that focus on ancestry. Being a brown person in the 
United States means that you will often get asked where you are from because 
others seem to care what your ethnic background is. This project is a tool toward 
finding comfort, understanding, and belonging within one’s cultural background.  
 
 This name also touches on the idea of the indigenous groups of Mexico and 
their wide ethnic and cultural makeup. Though, it specifically focuses on how they 
were affected post-colonization. For the majority of people from Mexico today it 
is very unlikely to have a clear idea of the connection had to specific groups. This 
means they can be an ambiguous combination of all those groups of people. 

The pattern designs on the cover illustration and the bands 
of each spread are from ancient clay stamps 

found in Mexico City and Guerrero 



Peyote Cactus

A stout and circular plant with hallucinatory properties utilized by 
the indigenous people for ritual and medicine

I believe my deep connection to the visual language and practical use of 
medicinal plants come from the roots I have in indigenous herbalism and 

understanding of natural medicine



City Burned
Gouache on Paper, 13”x16”

 
 The arrival of the spanish into the lands of Mesoamerica signaled a great 
death and consequent rebirth. They reaped the essence of the people and the land 
they soon occupied. The pillars of war, violence, destruction, disease, and racism 
mark the foundation of their plunder. This impact caused anywhere between a 
twenty to ninety percent population decline depending on the region of Mexico.    

 The spanish also enjoyed instilling their dominance through the destruction 
and dismantling of the indigenous cities and sites to build their own on top. 
Additionally, they eliminated so much of the information through book burning and 
killing of the indigenous people that most of what we know about these groups 
comes from the lens of the spanish record keepers. Even those who survived and 
protected their knowledge and beliefs were not immune from the influences of 
colonization. 

 This piece is the first artwork of this collection, showing that in my current 
exploration of identity, I am blocked. I mourn the idea of the elimination and 
eradication of my ancestors as well as coming to terms with the parts of my genes 
that are related to the spanish. 
 
 Yet, it is because of this invasion that I exist. 
 
 Though, to purely accept spanish blood is to accept the agenda of the 
spanish people (or the mechanism of colonization as a whole) in their path of ethnic 
cleansing. They actively tried to breed the color out of the skin of my ancestors. 
While there are instances of genuine intermingling between these groups, the 
spanish took advantage of the vulnerable state they left the indigenous people in. 
There is also a reason why most of the Mestizo people had a white father and an 
indigenous mother.

 From a technical standpoint, I utilized loose brushstrokes to parallel the loss 
of information, practice, and culture. There is blurred imagery that creates a fog 
separating the audience from the knowledge once held. Additionally, I included 
the Templo Mayor, the greatest temple structure from the Mexica capital of 
Tenochtitlan. I wanted the audience to be standing in a position that would mirror 
the view of someone looking back upon their city as they fled. 



Maize

A tall starchy plant domesticated in Mexico and responsible for providing 
sustinance to indigenous people for hundreds of years

From my earliest memories of childhood to my current day-to-day life, maize is 
present in visual form and as a staple ingredient in a large array of culinary dishes



 In Bruja de Guadalupe, I chose to capture the coalescence of both 
Catholicism and aspects of indigenous Mexican spirituality. The figure plays on the 
iconography of The Virgin Mary, but more specifically Our Lady of Guadalupe. A 
direct result of the Spanish colonial period was the “implementation” of Catholic 
beliefs and practices. This caused Mexico to have the second largest population 
of Catholic people in the world. However, some ideas from indigenous spirituality, 
including communing with spirits and witchcraft, are present in these beliefs. 

 While a majority of practicing Catholic Mexican people have 
adapted to balancing these two sets of beliefs, my experience differs. Growing up 
with a spiritual emphasis on Christianity left a void and loss of connection from my 
ancestral roots. In the composition, the figure’s expression is neutral to not draw 
immediate attention to this subtle power struggle. Furthermore, the warm colors 
invite the viewer to lower their guard and establish a sense of comfort. Though, the 
warmth isdrawn from the fires used to destroy thousands of books and records of 
indigenous beliefs and traditions. From the figure’s eyes are tears made of leaves. 

She is weeping the destruction of ancestral connection. 
She is weeping the destruction of identity.

Bruja de Guadalupe
Gouache on paper, 8”x10”



Vanilla and Cacao

Two pod-shaped fruit-bearing plants native to Mexico that were combined by the 
indigenous people to make a special drink 

Plants, such as these, with interestingly shaped leaves, fruits, and flowers are 
the biggest source of inspiration for my artistic practice



Self-Portrait w/ Clay Stamp Decoration
Vector Illustration, 6”x6”

 These portraits are based on the clay 
stamp designs found all across Mexico. They 
would be used to stamp patterns or designs 
onto pottery or other surfaces. The stamps 
and their geometric decorations are some 
of my biggest sources of inspiration from 
Mexican artwork. They mirror the rounded 
geometric nature of the old architecture and 
sculptural pieces from the ancient people. 
Additionally, the motifs (even outside of just 
the stamps) and the style they developed 
have influenced pottery, textiles, and design 
all over the country.

 Another significant visual element I wanted to refer to in this piece, is the 
old tool of casta paintings. These paintings were commissioned by the spanish 
elite to categorize and organize the racial breakdown of the occupying area of 
Mexico after colonization. Like all other areas of european conquest, the darker 
your skin the worse off your status and respect.
 
 When I first learned about casta paintings, I reflected on my family. My 
childhood was spent growing up around many of my cousins. Each of their 
parental unions consist of one member of the Madera line that came from Mexico 
and one parent who was white or from somewhere else. My parents were the 
exception, both having roots in Mexico. Despite that being a modern Mexican 
person likely means having bits of european ancestry, this difference a couple 
hundred years ago would’ve meant the 
differential treatment between me and my 
brother, and the rest of our cousins.  

 The last design element I wanted 
to reference with these portraits is the style 
of Talavera ceramic tiles. While the creation 
of these tiles was not native to Mexico, they 
exhibit a great blend of cultural motifs from 
many areas across the globe, making them 
very special and unique. They combine 
traditional Mexican patterns, symbols, 
and colors to create stunning square 
compositions found decorating many 
homes and buildings. 



Quetzal Bird with Mango Leaves

A bird, only found in Southern Mexico and Central America, that exhibits decorative 
and luxurious feathers heavily sought after by indigenous people 

This bird’s diet consists of many tropical fruits that I also grew up eating. 
Mangoes are my absolute favorite fruit to eat or add to smoothies



 In the wake of a devastating flood that destroyed her home and belongings, 
Mi Tia Connie gathered her younger siblings and trekked the long journey between 
Guanajuato, Mexico and Illinois, USA. At just the age of twelve, she used what little 
money she saved to buy passage by train into the US. They traveled to join their 
parents and two elder brothers who were already working in the States. 

 Though Connie was very young, she became a maternal figure to her 
younger siblings, filling the position left behind by their mother who passed soon 
after their arrival. Within the composition, these siblings are embodied by the 
objects she carries in her basket. The basket contains a book, paintbrush, chocolate, 
a rose, and a marigold flower. She had to carry the weight of being an immediate 
caregiver. Further, she is dressed in clothing inspired by traditional and indigenous 
Mexican textiles to showcase their entrance to a foreign land with nothing but their 
previous lived experiences. Her layered dresses exhibit some designs and motifs 
found on the dresses of both the common and elite Nahua women. 
 
 I chose to present her as an adult to honor the four years of memories I have 
with her. This piece is a celebration of her life, strength, and lasting impact on my 
family before she was taken away by cancer. 

The Journey of Connie Madera
Digital Painting, 8”x10”



Pan Dulce: Conchas

A round pastry consisting of a sweet bread roll base and a sugary 
shortening topping, usually decorated in a pattern resembling a seashell

Conchas are my all-time favorite pastry because of their delicious taste, 
the memories and nostalgia they bring, and their iconic visual



My Skin
Digital Illustration, 10.5”x13.5”

Ambiguous Brown

Too often, I think about the appearance of my skin
Exhausting to examine, running my patience thin.
I stare till minutes feel like hours, both eyes and skin ache
Never reaching a conclusion, though I yearn to for my own sake. 

I can’t point to when it started, when this distraction began
It started out harmless, but I should’ve known better than
To believe just cause it doesn’t physically hurt, it isn’t harmful.
Instead the glares burned into my skin provoke me to be resentful. 

A seed planted at birth, and the birth of my ancestors
From colonial damage of cataloging and feelings about color.
My skin praised by some and dismissed by others from my community,
Mexican, Latine, and in the United States, opinions seldom come from unity.

My skin a shade of brown, an apparent litmus test affirmation
For others to tell if they got a good tan during their beachside vacation.
“I’m almost as tan as you! I’m basically Mexican,
And I didn’t even have to cross the border to get here cause I’m an American.”

A childhood in an area predominantly white, with very few who were like me,
I found most of my comfort being close with other minorities.
Underestimated by my teachers, peers and even friends 
They had a hard time telling where I began and the stereotypes end. 

From the eyes of those who didn’t know me, all they could see was difference, 
So my friends and I coined the term Ambiguous Brown, which could capture us in 
essence.
I enter a stage where my skin can welcome the sun, 
A stage warm and bright, one I hope will never be done.

While the idea of Ambiguous Brown is comforting to me,
This idea frightened Them, for example, the post 9/11 airport security.
Presenting Ambiguous Brown had them perceive me as a threat
At ten years old I would be patted down with all eyes stuck to me, a magnet.

After all the time I have spent staring at my skin,
It’s hard to see what’s really there, Ambiguous Brown, or anything akin.
Though my skin is just a color, and a color that does shift
I hate that mine and my skin’s relationship has grown such a rift.



Final Thoughts

This project is just the beginning of my visual exploration of culture and identity. 
While I could keep adding to this book, the work presented thus far feels like a 

complete statement and representative of my current place on this journey. There 
are infinite ways to approach this subject matter and as I grow, my lens and 

perspective will shift. 
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